SELECTIONS FROM THE ART LENDING SERVICE
at the Museum Guest House
242 East 52 Street
October 16th - 28th, 1956
from 11 am - 4 pm

Entrance Hall and Shelf


André MASSON. FISH IN COMBAT. Pastel. $700. Rental $35 - $52. Matisse Gallery.


Main Room

Tracy HARTIGAN. CITY LIFE II. Oil. $450. Rental $25 - $37. Tibor de Nagy Gallery.


Conference Room


more.........
Conference Room, continued

Philome OBIN. SELF PORTRAIT. Oil. $250. Rental $15 - $22. Gallery G.


Dressing Room


Stuart DAVIS. STUDY FOR DRAWING. Gouache. $400. Rental $20 - $30. Downtown Gallery

Bathroom

Clifford WRIGHT. PROMENADE. Casein. $115. Rental $5 - $7.


Upstairs Hall


Fritz WINTER. LINEAR IN BLACK. Oil. $500. Rental $30 - $45. Kleemann Galleries.


Bathroom


Margaret HARRIS. THE MARCH TO NOWHERE. Lithograph. $25. Rental $5 - $7.


Dorothy HOOD. DRAWING. Ink. $90. Rental $5 - $7.


Over the fireplace: Jacques Lipschitz, "Birth of the Muses," bronze, on extended loan from Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, 3rd; on the terrace: Marino Marini, "Horse and Rider," bronze, on extended loan from Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, 3rd.